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The biggest attractions of Chełmno are the original monuments from the times of its glory (13th-
14th centuries). The medieval checkerboard street layout and the 2270 m long Gothic defensive 
walls have been fully preserved, being one of the most magnificent examples of defensive 
architecture in Europe. In Chełmno, which is on the European Route of Brick Gothic, you can 
admire many historic buildings. One of them is the parish church of the Assumption of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary, which houses the relic of St. Valentine. It is thanks to it and the annual celebration on 
February 14 - St. Valentine's Day, the so-called "Chełmno Valentine's Day", that Chełmno is also 
known as the "City of Lovers" and "City of Love". 

 
11 a.m.  meeting at the square in front of Motoarena Toruo - ul. Per Jonsson 7  
11.15 a.m. departure towards Chełmno, route: – Łubianka, Unisław  
12.15  p.m. meeting with the Police patrol - parking lot in front of the DINO Market - 
Chełmno, ul. Toruoska 64.  
from 12.20  to 12.30 p.m. entry of vehicles guided by the Police into the center of 
Chelmno - Market Square  
GPS: 53.34933763134701, 18.423496268625218  
12.40 p.m. meeting with a guide in Chełmno  
from 12.45 to 2.45 p.m. – guided tour of the city (in English)  
See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjTMM3IuUF4 
from 2:50 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. - free time at your own discretion - walks around the 
city,  
4.00  p.m. – individual return to Toruo.  
 
Cost of participation in the trip: EUR 20 - (for the car) Registration of participants and 
fees - at the Rally Office. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjTMM3IuUF4


17th World Citroen Club Rally - ICCCR Poland  
Toruń 2024  

Trip to Golub Dobrzyń  
17.08.2024 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Golub Castle – a four-winged Teutonic castle from the turn of the 13th and 14th centuries, built on 
a hill overlooking the city, currently within the city limits of Golub-Dobrzyo; preserved in the 
Gothic-Renaissance style, 
It is a witness to many historical events in these areas, repeatedly destroyed, burned and rebuilt. 
It currently houses a museum, hotel and restaurant. Since 1977, various knight tournaments and 
reconstructions of historical events have been held on the castle grounds. 
 

11 a.m. meeting at the square in front of Motoarena Toruo - ul. Per Jonsson 7  
11.15 a.m. departure towards Golub Dobrzyo, route through Kowalewo Pomorskie 
12.15 p.m. entry to the parking lot at the Castle in Golub Dobrzyo - 
GPS   :   53.11544428565129, 19.05016530607642 
EXHIBITION OF HISTORIC CITROEN CARS as part of ICCCR 2024 17TH Citroen World 
Meeting Toruo  
Each participant of our trip in the Castle will receive a meal - pea soup.  
We participate in events prepared in the Castle - they are of a historical nature and 
related to the customs of medieval knights, i.e. knight's tournaments:  
- Sword and shield tournament 
- Long sword tournament - 3 vs 3 combat tournament 
- Archery tournament - Crossbow tournament 
- Medieval battering ram (3-person teams) 
- Family tournament 
- Ladies' Run - Knight's run 
7 p.m.  staging of the "Golubska" War time. 21. Fire Show – “IGNIS” see: 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=42490116554000
6  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxVK7wc4_-0  
9.3o p.m. Fireworks  
 
individual return to Toruo.  
 
Cost of participation in the trip: EUR 20 - (for the  car) Registration of participants 
and fees - at the Rally Office.  

https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=424901165540006
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=424901165540006
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XxVK7wc4_-0

